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Power:
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Letter from Client
Hi my name is Steve and I have been
working at Green Prairie International
(Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada) for five years.
We have a pond that we use for irrigation
and ever since I started, we have had
issues with algae, crayfish, and just had a
terrible sewage smell to it. We tried every
different type of chemical and spent
thousands of dollars over the years to try
and remove the algae, crayfish, and smell
but it never worked. Crayfish were
plugging up our filters for our sprinklers
and we still had algae all over our pond
until I heard about the ComboPacks at
Advanced Water Technologies.

Green Prairie International - Alberta, Canada

I did one Farm Pond treatment towards the end of the summer in 2017 and within two weeks, the smell was completely
gone and within a month and a half, I noticed the algae had gone down and our sprinkler system was a lot more efficient
and had a ton of pressure. This is the first time that our pond didnt stink.
We will be continuing to use Farm Pond Treatment and highly recommend anyone to try this if you are having similar
issues with your pond or lake. I have done one treatment this spring and will be continuing to treat it throughout the
summer. This is a picture of our pond today. I just wish I had taken a picture of what it looked like before I treated it
because the difference is incredible.
I highly recommend this product. We will never be treating our farm pond with anything other than this all natural
product. The company (TLC Products) was extremely helpful in explaining what the product was and how it worked and
just overall had a great experience with everyone.
Thank you for a great product and service.

Steve, Green Prairie International
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada

PondPerfect works as advertised. See what real users have to say: www.facebook.com/pondperfect
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